Mizu, Flowing Light.
design Nicolas Terzani

terzani.com

Type				 pendant
Materials

			

clear crystal (24% lead)

Finishes				 Code
Brushed
Nickel/
				
Clear

0R01S H4 A9

White/
				 0R01S E8 A4
Gold

Inspired by the tranquil and mesmerizing
light refractions created by water,
Mizu is a customizable pendant light
from Terzani. Like waterdroplets, no two
Mizu are alike, each crystal shape is
unique and made meticulously by hand.
Using only the clearest crystal (24%
lead), Mizu perfectly emulates water’s
refraction of light, casting amazing
patterns around the room, reminiscent
of flowing water. Also available in gold
leaf. Design Nicolas Terzani

Brushed
Nickel/
				 0R01S H4 F4
Silver
Dust

Light Source
XENON
BI-PIN 12V
T3
10W G4

Body |

Canopy |

Ø4.7”
74.8”
1”

3.9”
4.3”

5,5

4.4

6.5” x 6.5” x 8.9”

Mizu, Flowing Light.
design Nicolas Terzani

terzani.com

Type				 suspension
Materials

			

clear crystal (24% lead)

Finishes				 Code
Brushed
Nickel/
				
Clear

0R03S H4 A9

White/
				
Gold

0R03S E8 A4

Inspired by the tranquil and mesmerizing
light refractions created by water,
Mizu is a customizable pendant light
from Terzani. Like waterdroplets, no two
Mizu are alike, each crystal shape is
unique and made meticulously by hand.
Using only the clearest crystal (24%
lead), Mizu perfectly emulates water’s
refraction of light, casting amazing
patterns around the room, reminiscent
of flowing water. Also available in gold
leaf. Design Nicolas Terzani

Brushed
Nickel/
				 0R03S H4 F4
Silver
Dust

Light Source
XENON
BI-PIN 12V
T3
3 x 10W G4

Body |

Canopy |

Ø8.3”
74.8”
1.6”

8.7”

22

17.6

12.2” x 12.2” x 10.2”

Mizu, Flowing Light.
design Nicolas Terzani

terzani.com

Type				 suspension
Materials

			

clear crystal (24% lead)

Finishes				 Code
Brushed
Nickel/
				
Clear

0R05S H4 A9

White/
				 0R05S E8 A4
Gold

Inspired by the tranquil and mesmerizing
light refractions created by water,
Mizu is a customizable pendant light
from Terzani. Like waterdroplets, no two
Mizu are alike, each crystal shape is
unique and made meticulously by hand.
Using only the clearest crystal (24%
lead), Mizu perfectly emulates water’s
refraction of light, casting amazing
patterns around the room, reminiscent
of flowing water. Also available in gold
leaf. Design Nicolas Terzani

Brushed
Nickel/
				 0R05S H4 F4
Silver
Dust

Light Source
XENON
BI-PIN 12V
T3
5 x 10W G4

Body |

Canopy |

Ø9.8’’
74.8’’
1.6’’

~11’’

33

26.4

18.7’’ x 18.7’’ x 10.8’’

Mizu, Flowing Light.
design Nicolas Terzani

terzani.com

Type				 suspension
Materials

			

clear crystal (24% lead)

Finishes				 Code
Brushed
				
Nickel/
Clear

0R07S H4 A9

White/
				 0R07S E8 A4
Gold

Inspired by the tranquil and mesmerizing
light refractions created by water,
Mizu is a customizable pendant light
from Terzani. Like waterdroplets, no two
Mizu are alike, each crystal shape is
unique and made meticulously by hand.
Using only the clearest crystal (24%
lead), Mizu perfectly emulates water’s
refraction of light, casting amazing
patterns around the room, reminiscent
of flowing water. Also available in gold
leaf. Design Nicolas Terzani

Brushed
Nickel/
				 0R07S H4 F4
Silver
Dust

Light Source
XENON
BI-PIN 12V
T3
7 x 10W G4

Body |

Canopy |

74.8’’

Ø11.8’’

1.6’’

~12.2’’

41.8

33

19.7’’ x 13.8’’ x 15’’

Mizu, Flowing Light.
design Nicolas Terzani

terzani.com

Type				 suspension
Materials

			

clear crystal (24% lead)

Finishes				 Code
White/
				
Clear

0R15S E8 A9 R

White/
				 0R15S E8 A4 R
Gold

Inspired by the tranquil and mesmerizing
light refractions created by water,
Mizu is a customizable pendant light
from Terzani. Like waterdroplets, no two
Mizu are alike, each crystal shape is
unique and made meticulously by hand.
Using only the clearest crystal (24%
lead), Mizu perfectly emulates water’s
refraction of light, casting amazing
patterns around the room, reminiscent
of flowing water. Also available in gold
leaf. Design Nicolas Terzani

White/
				 0R15S E8 F4 R
Silver
Dust

Light Source
XENON
BI-PIN 12V
T3
15 x 10W G4

Canopy |

15.7’’

15

.7

’’

Body |

26.8’’
98.4’’
2’’

26.8’’

88

79.2

30.3’’ x 30.3’’ x 11.8’’

Mizu, Flowing Light.
design Nicolas Terzani

terzani.com

Type				 suspension
Materials

			

clear crystal (24% lead)

Finishes				 Code
White/
				
Clear

0R15S E8 A9 T

White/
				 0R15S E8 A4 T
Gold

Inspired by the tranquil and mesmerizing
light refractions created by water,
Mizu is a customizable pendant light
from Terzani. Like waterdroplets, no two
Mizu are alike, each crystal shape is
unique and made meticulously by hand.
Using only the clearest crystal (24%
lead), Mizu perfectly emulates water’s
refraction of light, casting amazing
patterns around the room, reminiscent
of flowing water. Also available in gold
leaf. Design Nicolas Terzani

White/
				 0R15S E8 F4 T
Silver
Dust

Light Source
XENON
BI-PIN 12V
T3
15 x 10W G4

Body |

Canopy |

98.4’’
Ø26’’

2’’

Ø26’’

88

79.2

30.3’’ x 30.3’’ x 11.8’’

Mizu, Flowing Light.
Nicolas Terzani

terzani.com

Type				 suspension
Materials

			

clear crystal (24% lead)

Finishes				 Code
White/
				
Clear

0R26S E8 A9 Q

White/
				 0R26S E8 A4 Q
Gold

Inspired by the tranquil and mesmerizing
light refractions created by water,
Mizu is a customizable pendant light
from Terzani. Like waterdroplets, no two
Mizu are alike, each crystal shape is
unique and made meticulously by hand.
Using only the clearest crystal (24%
lead), Mizu perfectly emulates water’s
refraction of light, casting amazing
patterns around the room, reminiscent
of flowing water. Also available in gold
leaf. Design Nicolas Terzani

White/
				 0R26S E8 F4 Q
Silver
Dust

Light Source
XENON
BI-PIN 12V
T3
26 x 10W G4

Canopy |

30’’

30

’’

Body |

98.4’’

30’’

2’’

30”

147

132

38.2’’ x 36.2’’ x 21.2’’

Mizu, Flowing Light.
design Nicolas Terzani

terzani.com

Type				 suspension
Materials

			

clear crystal (24% lead)

Finishes				 Code
White/
				
Clear

0R26S E8 A9 T

White/
				 0R26S E8 A4 T
Gold

Inspired by the tranquil and mesmerizing
light refractions created by water,
Mizu is a customizable pendant light
from Terzani. Like waterdroplets, no two
Mizu are alike, each crystal shape is
unique and made meticulously by hand.
Using only the clearest crystal (24%
lead), Mizu perfectly emulates water’s
refraction of light, casting amazing
patterns around the room, reminiscent
of flowing water. Also available in gold
leaf. Design Nicolas Terzani

White/
				 0R26S E8 F4 T
Silver
Dust

Light Source
XENON
BI-PIN 12V
T3
26 x 10W G4

Body |

Canopy |

98.4’’

Ø31.5’’

2’’

Ø31.5’’

147

132

38.2’’ x 36.2’’ x 21.2’’

Calle, Perennial Elegance.
design Luca Martorano+Mattia Albicini

terzani.com

Type				 pendant
Materials

			

clear crystal (24% lead)

Finishes				 Code
White/
				
Clear

0T01S E8 A9

Light Source
XENON
BI-PIN 12V
T3
20W G4

Canopy |
4.

7’
’

Body |

At Terzani, we spend countless days
searching the globe for talented new
designers, but sometimes they find
us. Such is the case with the young
designers Luca Martorano and Mattia
Albicini who approached us with the
design for Calle, a fantastic a new light
we instantly fell in love with. It howcases
our skill at crafting crystal to take the
material to an exciting, modern place.
Luca and Mattia worked with our
craftsmen to create a slender inverted
flute of 24% lead crystal that, like the
calla lily it mimics, can be grouped into
stunning bouquets of light.

Ø4.7’’
74.8’’
1’’

~28.3’’

~5.1’’

5.7

2.6

32.7’’ x 9.8’’x 10.2’’

Calle, Perennial Elegance.
design Luca Martorano+Mattia Albicini

terzani.com

Type				 suspension
Materials

			

clear crystal (24% lead)

Finishes				 Code
White/
				
Clear

0T03S E8 A9

Light Source
XENON
BI-PIN 12V
T3
3 x 20W G4

Body |

At Terzani, we spend countless days
searching the globe for talented new
designers, but sometimes they find
us. Such is the case with the young
designers Luca Martorano and Mattia
Albicini who approached us with the
design for Calle, a fantastic a new light
we instantly fell in love with. It howcases
our skill at crafting crystal to take the
material to an exciting, modern place.
Luca and Mattia worked with our
craftsmen to create a slender inverted
flute of 24% lead crystal that, like the
calla lily it mimics, can be grouped into
stunning bouquets of light.

Canopy |

Ø9.8’’
74.8’’
2’’

~28.3’’

Ø9.8’’

17.6

8.8

30.3’’ x 30.3’’ x 11.8’’

Calle, Perennial Elegance.
design Luca Martorano+Mattia Albicini

terzani.com

Type				 pendant
Materials

			

clear crystal (24% lead)

Finishes				 Code
White/
				
Clear

0T05S E8 A9

Light Source
XENON
BI-PIN 12V
T3
5 x 20W G4

Body |

At Terzani, we spend countless days
searching the globe for talented new
designers, but sometimes they find
us. Such is the case with the young
designers Luca Martorano and Mattia
Albicini who approached us with the
design for Calle, a fantastic a new light
we instantly fell in love with. It howcases
our skill at crafting crystal to take the
material to an exciting, modern place.
Luca and Mattia worked with our
craftsmen to create a slender inverted
flute of 24% lead crystal that, like the
calla lily it mimics, can be grouped into
stunning bouquets of light.

Canopy |

Ø11’’
74.8’’

2’’

~28.3’’

Ø11.8’

27.5

16.5

32.7’’ x 31.5’’ x 17.1’

Calle, Perennial Elegance.
design Luca Martorano+Mattia Albicini

terzani.com

Type				 pendant
Materials

			

clear crystal (24% lead)

Finishes				 Code
White/
				
Clear

0T35S E8 A9

Light Source
XENON
BI-PIN 12V
T3
35 x 10W G4

Body |

At Terzani, we spend countless days
searching the globe for talented new
designers, but sometimes they find
us. Such is the case with the young
designers Luca Martorano and Mattia
Albicini who approached us with the
design for Calle, a fantastic a new light
we instantly fell in love with. It howcases
our skill at crafting crystal to take the
material to an exciting, modern place.
Luca and Mattia worked with our
craftsmen to create a slender inverted
flute of 24% lead crystal that, like the
calla lily it mimics, can be grouped into
stunning bouquets of light.

Canopy |

98.4’’

Ø27.5’’

2’’

Ø27.6’’

179.3

103.4

(26.4’’ x 26.4’’ x 11.8’’) X1
(30.3’’ x 30.3’’ x 11.8’’) X8

Calle, Perennial Elegance.
design Luca Martorano+Mattia Albicini

terzani.com

Type				 suspension
Materials

			

clear crystal (24% lead)

Finishes				 Code
White/
				
Clear

0T03S E8 A9 R

Light Source
XENON
BI-PIN 12V
T3
3 X 20W G4

Canopy |
6.

7’
’

Body |

At Terzani, we spend countless days
searching the globe for talented new
designers, but sometimes they find
us. Such is the case with the young
designers Luca Martorano and Mattia
Albicini who approached us with the
design for Calle, a fantastic a new light
we instantly fell in love with. It howcases
our skill at crafting crystal to take the
material to an exciting, modern place.
Luca and Mattia worked with our
craftsmen to create a slender inverted
flute of 24% lead crystal that, like the
calla lily it mimics, can be grouped into
stunning bouquets of light.

4.7”

6.7’’

43.3’’
98.4’’

2.6’’

~28.3’’

43.3’’
17.6
14.3

8.8
9.9

30.3” x 30.3” x 11.8”
30.3” x 30.3” x 11.8”

Calle, Perennial Elegance.
design Luca Martorano+Mattia Albicini

terzani.com

Type				 pendant
Materials

			

clear crystal (24% lead)

Finishes				 Code
White/
				
Clear

0T05S E8 A9 R

Light Source
XENON
BI-PIN 12V
T3
5 x 20W G4

Canopy |
6.

7’
’

Body |

At Terzani, we spend countless days
searching the globe for talented new
designers, but sometimes they find
us. Such is the case with the young
designers Luca Martorano and Mattia
Albicini who approached us with the
design for Calle, a fantastic a new light
we instantly fell in love with. It howcases
our skill at crafting crystal to take the
material to an exciting, modern place.
Luca and Mattia worked with our
craftsmen to create a slender inverted
flute of 24% lead crystal that, like the
calla lily it mimics, can be grouped into
stunning bouquets of light.

4.7”

6.7’’

43.3’’
74.8’’

2.6’’

~28.3’’

43.3’’

14.3
22

11
13.2

46.1” x 11.4” x 6.3”
30.3” x 30.3” x 11.8”

Core, Eruption of Light.
design Christian Lava

terzani.com

Type

suspension

Materials

brass

Finishes

Code

Nickel

0P20S E7 A9

Black
Nickel

0P20S E9 A9

Gold

0P20S L6 A9

Core is reminiscent of the natural
energy at the heart of our world. Like
bright lava seeping through the earth’s
crust, vibrant spheres of faceted crystal
break through the iron surface of this
pendant. Forcing light to pass through
this metal structure results in a powerful,
vibrant exchange of forces light and
shadow erupt across the room, as the
LED light pours through, as the light
itself emits an organic radiance. Design
Christian Lava.

Light Source
COB LED
1600 lumen
22W
3000K
CRI 90

Body |

Canopy |

1”

78.7”

Ø4.7”

Ø27.6”

57.3

36.4

32.7” x 30.7” x 37.4”

Core, Eruption of Light.
design Christian Lava

terzani.com

Type

suspension

Materials

brass

Finishes

Code

Nickel

0P21S E7 A9

Black
Nickel

0P21S E9 A9

Gold

0P21S L6 A9

Core is reminiscent of the natural
energy at the heart of our world. Like
bright lava seeping through the earth’s
crust, vibrant spheres of faceted crystal
break through the iron surface of this
pendant. Forcing light to pass through
this metal structure results in a powerful,
vibrant exchange of forces light and
shadow erupt across the room, as the
LED light pours through, as the light
itself emits an organic radiance. Design
Christian Lava.

Light Source
COB LED
1600 lumen
22W
3000K
CRI 90

Body |

Canopy |

1”

78.7”

17.7”

Ø4.7”
Ø27.6”

46.3

26.5

33” x 33” x 28.3”

Doodle, Freehand Design.
design Simone Micheli

terzani.com

Type				 pendant
Materials

			

We no longer march in a straight line.
Our lives are dynamic, intertwining
collections of relationships,
experiences and journeys. Reflecting
the fluidity of our generation, designer
Simone Micheli has created a new,
contemporary light for Terzani Doodle.
Like us, each Doodle is unique each
pendant is handcrafted by artisans to
resemble a randomised path. And, to
give us control over the journey we
want to take, each LED bulb can be
placed anywhere on the light, not only
reflecting the choices we make in life,
but giving Doodle a special flexibility.
Design Simone Micheli.

brass

Finishes				 Code
Nickel				

0J80S E7 C8

Black
				
Amethyst

0J80S M4 C8

Gold

		

0J80S L6 C8

Copper

		

0J80S L5 C8

Light Source
LED
ES
1.2W G4
(=10W)

Canopy |

~

9.

8”

Body |

1”

74.8’’

~ 11.8”
Ø4.7”

5.3

3.1

14.2” x 12.2” x 11.8”

Doodle, Freehand Design.
design Simone Micheli

terzani.com

Type				 Table lamp
Materials

			

We no longer march in a straight line.
Our lives are dynamic, intertwining
collections of relationships,
experiences and journeys. Reflecting
the fluidity of our generation, designer
Simone Micheli has created a new,
contemporary light for Terzani Doodle.
Like us, each Doodle is unique each
pendant is handcrafted by artisans to
resemble a randomised path. And, to
give us control over the journey we
want to take, each LED bulb can be
placed anywhere on the light, not only
reflecting the choices we make in life,
but giving Doodle a special flexibility.
Design Simone Micheli.

brass

Finishes				 Code
Nickel				

0J84B E7 C8

Black
				
Amethyst

0J84B M4 C8

Gold

		

0J84B L6 C8

Copper

		

0J84B L5 C8

Light Source
LED
ES
1.2W G4
(=10W)

Body |

~ 11.8”

~ 9.8”

4.4

2.6

14.2” x 12.2” x 11.8”

Doodle, Freehand Design.
design Simone Micheli

terzani.com

Type				 Wall sconce
Materials

			

We no longer march in a straight line.
Our lives are dynamic, intertwining
collections of relationships,
experiences and journeys. Reflecting
the fluidity of our generation, designer
Simone Micheli has created a new,
contemporary light for Terzani Doodle.
Like us, each Doodle is unique each
pendant is handcrafted by artisans to
resemble a randomised path. And, to
give us control over the journey we
want to take, each LED bulb can be
placed anywhere on the light, not only
reflecting the choices we make in life,
but giving Doodle a special flexibility.
Design Simone Micheli.

brass

Finishes				 Code
Nickel				

0J82A E7 C8

Black
				
Amethyst

0J82A M4 C8

Gold

		

0J82A L6 C8

Copper

		

0J82A L5 C8

Light Source
LED
ES
1.2W G4
(=10W)

Body |

Canopy |

~ 11.8”

Ø4.7”

~ 9.8”
1”

5.3

4

14.2” x 12.2” x 11.8”

Doodle, Freehand Design.
design Simone Micheli

terzani.com

Type				 Wall sconce with plug
Materials

			

brass

Finishes				 Code
Nickel				

0J83A E7 C8

Black
				
Amethyst

0J83A M4 C8

Gold

		

0J83A L6 C8

Copper

		

0J83A L5 C8

We no longer march in a straight line.
Our lives are dynamic, intertwining
collections of relationships,
experiences and journeys. Reflecting
the fluidity of our generation, designer
Simone Micheli has created a new,
contemporary light for Terzani Doodle.
Like us, each Doodle is unique each
pendant is handcrafted by artisans to
resemble a randomised path. And, to
give us control over the journey we
want to take, each LED bulb can be
placed anywhere on the light, not only
reflecting the choices we make in life,
but giving Doodle a special flexibility.
Design Simone Micheli.

Light Source
LED
ES
1.2W G4
(=10W)

Body |

~ 11.8”

~ 9.8”

4.4

3

14.2” x 12.2” x 11.8”

Doodle, Freehand Design.
design Simone Micheli

terzani.com

Type				 Suspension
Materials

We no longer march in a straight line.
Our lives are dynamic, intertwining
collections of relationships,
experiences and journeys. Reflecting
the fluidity of our generation, designer
Simone Micheli has created a new,
contemporary light for Terzani Doodle.
Like us, each Doodle is unique each
pendant is handcrafted by artisans to
resemble a randomised path. And, to
give us control over the journey we
want to take, each LED bulb can be
placed anywhere on the light, not only
reflecting the choices we make in life,
but giving Doodle a special flexibility.
Design Simone Micheli.

brass

			

Finishes				 Code
Nickel				

0J81S E7 C8

Black
				
Amethyst

0J81S M4 C8

Gold

		

0J81S L6 C8

Copper

		

0J81S L5 C8

Light Source
LED
ES
6X1.2W G4
(=10W)

Body |

Canopy |

2.5”
78.8”

9.8”

~

11
.8

”

2.2”

~ 11.8”

~ 53.1”

22

16.5

63.8” x 13.8” x 13.8”

Doodle, Freehand Design.
design Simone Micheli

terzani.com

Type				 Suspension with plug
Materials

			

brass

Finishes				 Code
Nickel				

0J85S E7 C8

Black
				
Amethyst

0J85S M4 C8

Gold

		

0J85S L6 C8

Copper

		

0J85S L5 C8

We no longer march in a straight line.
Our lives are dynamic, intertwining
collections of relationships,
experiences and journeys. Reflecting
the fluidity of our generation, designer
Simone Micheli has created a new,
contemporary light for Terzani Doodle.
Like us, each Doodle is unique each
pendant is handcrafted by artisans to
resemble a randomised path. And, to
give us control over the journey we
want to take, each LED bulb can be
placed anywhere on the light, not only
reflecting the choices we make in life,
but giving Doodle a special flexibility.
Design Simone Micheli.

Light Source
LED
ES
6X1.2W G4
(=10W)

Body |

39.3”

~ 53.1”

~ 11.8”

22

14.5

63.8” x 13.8” x 13.8”

Doodle, Freehand Design.
design Simone Micheli

terzani.com

Type				 Suspension with plug
Materials

			

brass

Finishes				 Code
Nickel				

0J87S E7 C8

Black
				
Amethyst

0J87S M4 C8

Gold

		

0J87S L6 C8

Copper

		

0J87S L5 C8

We no longer march in a straight line.
Our lives are dynamic, intertwining
collections of relationships,
experiences and journeys. Reflecting
the fluidity of our generation, designer
Simone Micheli has created a new,
contemporary light for Terzani Doodle.
Like us, each Doodle is unique each
pendant is handcrafted by artisans to
resemble a randomised path. And, to
give us control over the journey we
want to take, each LED bulb can be
placed anywhere on the light, not only
reflecting the choices we make in life,
but giving Doodle a special flexibility.
Design Simone Micheli.

Light Source
LED
ES
6X1.2W G4
(=10W)

Canopy |

Body |

39.3”
1”

~ 53.1”

Ø4.7”

~ 11.8”
22

16.5

63.8” x 13.8” x 13.8”

Doodle, Freehand Design.
design Simone Micheli

terzani.com

Type				 Floor lamp
Materials

			

We no longer march in a straight line.
Our lives are dynamic, intertwining
collections of relationships,
experiences and journeys. Reflecting
the fluidity of our generation, designer
Simone Micheli has created a new,
contemporary light for Terzani Doodle.
Like us, each Doodle is unique each
pendant is handcrafted by artisans to
resemble a randomised path. And, to
give us control over the journey we
want to take, each LED bulb can be
placed anywhere on the light, not only
reflecting the choices we make in life,
but giving Doodle a special flexibility.
Design Simone Micheli.

brass

Finishes				 Code
Nickel				

0J86P E7 C8

Black
				
Amethyst

0J86P M4 C8

Gold

		

0J86P L6 C8

Copper

		

0J86P L5 C8

Light Source
LED
ES
6X1.2W G4
(=10W)

Body |

~ 53.1”

70.8”

~ 14.1”
46.3

35.2

75.1” x 18.1” x 18.1”

Atlantis, a Precious Wave.
design Barlas baylar

terzani.com

Type				 suspension

Seemingly alive, atlantis’ shimmering
light creates a vibrant source of energy.
			 brass chains and metal
Its mesmerizing, organic effect is
		 structure plated as below created by hundreds of illuminated
lengths of draped, nickel chain. Like
Finishes				 Code
water in the ocean, atlantis’ chains
appear liquid, cascading over its gloss
Nickel				 0A15S E7 C8
nickel bands and falling down towards
the abyss before turning back into
itself. Atlantis is composed of almost
Gold 				 0A15S L6 C8
three miles of chain, meticulously
hand-crafted by master italian artisans.
Design barlas baylar.
Black
		 0A15S E9 C8
Nickel
Materials

Bronze 				

0A15S F7 C8

Light Source

LED Flame
8 x 7W E12

Canopy |

28

.7

''

Body |

47.2''

Ø8.7''

2.6''
43.3''

37.4''

35.4''
200

81.4

45.3'' x 33.4'' x 59''

Atlantis, a Precious Wave.
design Barlas baylar

terzani.com

Type				 suspension

Seemingly alive, atlantis’ shimmering
light creates a vibrant source of energy.
			 brass chains and metal
Its mesmerizing, organic effect is
		 structure plated as below created by hundreds of illuminated
lengths of draped, nickel chain. Like
Finishes				 Code
water in the ocean, atlantis’ chains
appear liquid, cascading over its gloss
Nickel				 0A14S E7 C8
nickel bands and falling down towards
the abyss before turning back into
itself. Atlantis is composed of almost
Gold 				 0A14S L6 C8
three miles of chain, meticulously
hand-crafted by master italian artisans.
Design barlas baylar.
Black
		 0A14S E9 C8
Nickel
Materials

Bronze 				

0A14S F7 C8

Light Source

120V~ 50Hz/60Hz

Flame CA10
8 x 60W E12

Canopy |

19

.7

''

Body |

Dimmable with
all systems

47.2''
Ø5.5''

1.6''

31.1''

26.8''

25.6''

127.6

61.6

33.4'' x 27.6'' x 51.2''

Atlantis, a Precious Wave.
design Barlas baylar

terzani.com

Type				 suspension

Seemingly alive, atlantis’ shimmering
light creates a vibrant source of energy.
			 brass chains and metal
Its mesmerizing, organic effect is
		 structure plated as below created by hundreds of illuminated
lengths of draped, nickel chain. Like
Finishes				 Code
water in the ocean, atlantis’ chains
appear liquid, cascading over its gloss
Nickel				 0A13S E7 C8
nickel bands and falling down towards
the abyss before turning back into
itself. Atlantis is composed of almost
Gold 				 0A13S L6 C8
three miles of chain, meticulously
hand-crafted by master italian artisans.
Design barlas baylar.
Black
		 0A13S E9 C8
Nickel
Materials

Bronze 				

0A13S F7 C8

Light Source

LED Flame
6 x 7W E12

Canopy |

19

.7

''

Body |

39.4''
Ø5.5''

29.9''

1.6''

21.7''

19.7''

24.5

39.6

29.5 x 34'' x 45.3''

Atlantis, a Precious Wave.
design Barlas baylar

terzani.com

Type				 suspension

Seemingly alive, atlantis’ shimmering
light creates a vibrant source of energy.
			 brass chains and metal
Its mesmerizing, organic effect is
		 structure plated as below created by hundreds of illuminated
lengths of draped, nickel chain. Like
Finishes				 Code
water in the ocean, atlantis’ chains
appear liquid, cascading over its gloss
Nickel				 0J01S E7 C8
nickel bands and falling down towards
the abyss before turning back into
itself. Atlantis is composed of almost
Gold 				 0J01S L6 C8
three miles of chain, meticulously
hand-crafted by master italian artisans.
Design barlas baylar.
Black
		 0J01S E9 C8
Nickel
Materials

Bronze 				

0J01S F7 C8

Light Source

LED Flame
8 x 7W E12

Canopy |

31

.5

''

Body |

Ø4.7''
47.2''

1.6''

27.6''

15.7''
43.3''
202.4

99

53.1'' x 39.4'' x 43.3''

Atlantis, a Precious Wave.
design Barlas baylar

terzani.com

Type				 suspension

Seemingly alive, atlantis’ shimmering
light creates a vibrant source of energy.
			 brass chains and metal
Its mesmerizing, organic effect is
		 structure plated as below created by hundreds of illuminated
lengths of draped, nickel chain. Like
Finishes				 Code
water in the ocean, atlantis’ chains
appear liquid, cascading over its gloss
Nickel				 0J06S E7 C8
nickel bands and falling down towards
the abyss before turning back into
itself. Atlantis is composed of almost
Gold 				 0J06S L6 C8
three miles of chain, meticulously
hand-crafted by master italian artisans.
Design barlas baylar.
Black
		 0J06S E9 C8
Nickel
Materials

Bronze 				

0J06S F7 C8

Light Source

LED Flame
8 x 7W E12

Canopy |

27

.6

''

Body |

Ø4.7''
47.2''

1.6''

27.6''

15.7''

35.4''

154

66

43.3'' x 35.4'' x 39.4''

Atlantis, a Precious Wave.
design Barlas baylar

terzani.com

Type				 suspension

Seemingly alive, atlantis’ shimmering
light creates a vibrant source of energy.
			 brass chains and metal
Its mesmerizing, organic effect is
		 structure plated as below created by hundreds of illuminated
lengths of draped, nickel chain. Like
Finishes				 Code
water in the ocean, atlantis’ chains
appear liquid, cascading over its gloss
Nickel				 0A16S E7 C8
nickel bands and falling down towards
the abyss before turning back into
itself. Atlantis is composed of almost
Gold 				 0A16S L6 C8
three miles of chain, meticulously
hand-crafted by master italian artisans.
Design barlas baylar.
Black
		 0A16S E9 C8
Nickel
Materials

Bronze 				

0A16S F7 C8

Light Source

LED Flame
10 x 7W E12

Body |

Canopy |
Ø4.7''

Ø2.3''

17

.7

''

Ø2.3''
39.4''

23.6''
~ 33.8''

~ 35''
19.7''

0.8''

98.4''

321.2

145.2

106.3'' x 27.6'' x 45.3''

Atlantis, a Precious Wave.
design Barlas baylar

terzani.com

Type				 suspension

Seemingly alive, atlantis’ shimmering
light creates a vibrant source of energy.
			 brass chains and metal
Its mesmerizing, organic effect is
		 structure plated as below created by hundreds of illuminated
lengths of draped, nickel chain. Like
Finishes				 Code
water in the ocean, atlantis’ chains
appear liquid, cascading over its gloss
Nickel				 0A17S E7 C8
nickel bands and falling down towards
the abyss before turning back into
itself. Atlantis is composed of almost
Gold 				 0A17S L6 C8
three miles of chain, meticulously
hand-crafted by master italian artisans.
Design barlas baylar.
Black
		 0A17S E9 C8
Nickel
Materials

Bronze 				

0A17S F7 C8

Light Source

LED Flame
10 x 7W E12

Body |

Canopy |
Ø4.7''

Ø2.3''

14

.2

''

Ø2.3''
39.4''

18.9''
~ 26''

~ 26.8''

15.7''

0.8''

78.7''

215.6

90.2

84.6'' x 25.6'' x 41.3''

Atlantis, a Precious Wave.
design Barlas baylar

terzani.com

Type				 suspension

Seemingly alive, atlantis’ shimmering
light creates a vibrant source of energy.
			 brass chains and metal
Its mesmerizing, organic effect is
		 structure plated as below created by hundreds of illuminated
lengths of draped, nickel chain. Like
Finishes				 Code
water in the ocean, atlantis’ chains
appear liquid, cascading over its gloss
Nickel				 0A18S E7 C8
nickel bands and falling down towards
the abyss before turning back into
itself. Atlantis is composed of almost
Gold 				 0A18S L6 C8
three miles of chain, meticulously
hand-crafted by master italian artisans.
Design barlas baylar.
Black
		 0A18S E9 C8
Nickel
Materials

Bronze 				

0A18S F7 C8

Light Source

LED Flame
8 x 7W E12

Body |

Canopy |
Ø4.7''

Ø2.4''

11

.8

''

Ø2.4''
39.4''

15.7''
~ 21.5

~ 19.7''

13''

0.8''

59.1''

154

74.8

66.9'' x 21.6'' x 39.4''

Atlantis, a Precious Wave.
design Barlas baylar

terzani.com

Type				 wall

Seemingly alive, atlantis’ shimmering
light creates a vibrant source of energy.
			 brass chains and metal
Its mesmerizing, organic effect is
		 structure plated as below created by hundreds of illuminated
lengths of draped, nickel chain. Like
Finishes				 Code
water in the ocean, atlantis’ chains
appear liquid, cascading over its gloss
Nickel				 0J03A E7 C8
nickel bands and falling down towards
the abyss before turning back into itself.
Design barlas baylar.
Gold 				 0J03A L6 C8
Materials

Black
Nickel

		

0J03A E9 C8

Bronze 				

0J03A F7 C8

Light Source

LED Flame
4 x 5W E12

Canopy |

5.

1'

'

Body |

20.8''

Ø4.7''

19.7''

20''
1.4''

19.8

13.2

26.4'' x 26.4'' x 9''

Atlantis, a Precious Wave.
design Barlas baylar

terzani.com

Type				 wall

Seemingly alive, atlantis’ shimmering
light creates a vibrant source of energy.
			 brass chains and metal
Its mesmerizing, organic effect is
		 structure plated as below created by hundreds of illuminated
lengths of draped, nickel chain. Like
Finishes				 Code
water in the ocean, atlantis’ chains
appear liquid, cascading over its gloss
Nickel				 0J04A E7 C8
nickel bands and falling down towards
the abyss before turning back into itself.
Design barlas baylar.
Gold 				 0J04A L6 C8
Materials

Black
Nickel

		

0J04A E9 C8

Bronze 				

0J04A F7 C8

Light Source

LED Flame
2 x 7W E12

Canopy |

4.

3'

'

Body |

Ø4.7''

12.2''
14.1''

1.4''
8.3''

7.7

5.5

11.8'' x 11.8'' x 11.8''

Etoile, Twinkling in an indoor Sky.
design Christian Lava

terzani.com

Type				 suspension
Materials

			

Etoile’s intricate network of intersecting
nickel lines recalls constellations in a
clear night sky. Strategically placed
bulbs cast a starry light, twinkling as
viewers move around the pendant.
Through projecting these complex
patterns throughout the room, Etoile
casts a heavenly glow in any space.
Design Christian Lava.

metal

Finishes				 Code
Nickel				

0P01S E7 C8

Light Source
XENON
BI-PIN 12V
+
T3
8 x 10W G4

Body |

XENON
BI-PIN 12V
T3
8 x 20W G4

Canopy |

78.7”
MAx
9.8”

Ø8.6”

Ø27.6”

2.6”

44

35.2

32.7’’ x 31.5’’ x 17.1’’

Etoile, Twinkling in an indoor Sky.
design Christian Lava

terzani.com

Type				 suspension
Materials

			

Etoile’s intricate network of intersecting
nickel lines recalls constellations in a
clear night sky. Strategically placed
bulbs cast a starry light, twinkling as
viewers move around the pendant.
Through projecting these complex
patterns throughout the room, Etoile
casts a heavenly glow in any space.
Design Christian Lava.

metal

Finishes				 Code
Nickel				

0P04S E7 C8

Light Source
XENON
BI-PIN 12V
T3
8 x 20W G4

Body |

Canopy |

2.6”

7.

9”

78.7”
MAX

7.9”

51.2”

Ø6.1”

26.4

19.8

63.8’’ x 13.8’’ x 13.8’’

Etoile, Twinkling in an indoor Sky.
design Christian Lava

terzani.com

Type				 pendant
Materials

			

Etoile’s intricate network of intersecting
nickel lines recalls constellations in a
clear night sky. Strategically placed
bulbs cast a starry light, twinkling as
viewers move around the pendant.
Through projecting these complex
patterns throughout the room, Etoile
casts a heavenly glow in any space.
Design Christian Lava.

metal

Finishes				 Code
Nickel				

0P05S E7 C8

Light Source
XENON
BI-PIN 12V
T3
1 x 20W G4

Body |

Canopy |

Ø4.7''
74.8''
MAX
1''

Ø4.7''

4.4

2.2

11.8'' x 11.8'' x 11.8''

Etoile, Twinkling in an indoor Sky.
design Christian Lava

terzani.com

Type				 wall sconce
Materials

			

Etoile’s intricate network of intersecting
nickel lines recalls constellations in a
clear night sky. Strategically placed
bulbs cast a starry light, twinkling as
viewers move around the pendant.
Through projecting these complex
patterns throughout the room, Etoile
casts a heavenly glow in any space.
Design Christian Lava.

metal

Finishes				 Code
Nickel				

0P03A E7 C8

Light Source
XENON
BI-PIN 12V
T3
6 x 10W G4

Canopy |

5.

1'

'

Body |

Ø4.7''

6.6”
24.8''
1.7”

4.7''

8.4

6.2

28'' x 8.3'' x 8.1''

Soscik, Classic form, Modern look.
design Nicolas Terzani

terzani.com

Type				 suspension
Materials

			

Reinventing the classics. With Soscik,
Terzani combines traditional, artisan
techniques with cutting edge
technology to give the traditional
chandelier a modern update. Created
by interlacing metal chain over a
nickel-plated frame, Soscik creates
a dramatic and romantic effect, while
still being able to compliment today’s
modern luxury. Available as a chandelier
or a ceiling lamp, soscik proves that
modern design does not have to
sacrifice luxury. Design Nicolas Terzani.

metal

Finishes				 Code
Nickel				

0G57S H4 C8

Bronze 				

0G57S F7 C8

Light Source

HALOGEN
or
14 X 35W G9

Body |

LED
14 X 3,5W G9

Canopy |

47.2''

Ø8.6”

70.9''
2.6”

Ø57.1''

851.4

292.6

72.8'' x 72.8'' x 88.5''

Soscik, Classic form, Modern look.
design Nicolas Terzani

terzani.com

Type				 suspension
Materials

			

Reinventing the classics. With Soscik,
Terzani combines traditional, artisan
techniques with cutting edge
technology to give the traditional
chandelier a modern update. Created
by interlacing metal chain over a
nickel-plated frame, Soscik creates
a dramatic and romantic effect, while
still being able to compliment today’s
modern luxury. Available as a chandelier
or a ceiling lamp, soscik proves that
modern design does not have to
sacrifice luxury. Design Nicolas Terzani.

metal

Finishes				 Code
Nickel				

0G56S H4 C8

Bronze 				

0G56S F7 C8

Light Source

HALOGEN
or
12 X 35W G9

Body |

LED
12 X 3,5W G9

Canopy |

49.2''

Ø8.6”
49.2''

2.6”

Ø39.4''

264

77

45.3'' x 45.3'' x 57''

Soscik, Classic form, Modern look.
design Nicolas Terzani

terzani.com

Type				 suspension
Materials

Reinventing the classics. With Soscik,
Terzani combines traditional, artisan
techniques with cutting edge
technology to give the traditional
chandelier a modern update. Created
by interlacing metal chain over a
nickel-plated frame, Soscik creates
a dramatic and romantic effect, while
still being able to compliment today’s
modern luxury. Available as a chandelier
or a ceiling lamp, soscik proves that
modern design does not have to
sacrifice luxury. Design Nicolas Terzani.

metal

			

Finishes				 Code
Nickel				

0G55S H4 C8

Bronze 				

0G55S F7 C8

Light Source

HALOGEN
8 X 35W G9

Body |

or

LED
8 X 3,5W G9

Canopy |

0.8”
39.4''

35.4''

Ø28.3''

4.7”

79.2

44

32.7'' x 30.7'' x 37.4''

Soscik, Classic form, Modern look.
design Nicolas Terzani

terzani.com

Type				 ceiling lamp
Materials

			

Reinventing the classics. With Soscik,
Terzani combines traditional, artisan
techniques with cutting edge
technology to give the traditional
chandelier a modern update. Created
by interlacing metal chain over a
nickel-plated frame, Soscik creates
a dramatic and romantic effect, while
still being able to compliment today’s
modern luxury. Available as a chandelier
or a ceiling lamp, soscik proves that
modern design does not have to
sacrifice luxury. Design Nicolas Terzani.

metal

Finishes				 Code
Nickel				

0G62L H4 C8

Bronze 				

0G62L F7 C8

Light Source

HALOGEN
or
12 X 35W G9

Body |

LED
12 X 3,5W G9

Canopy |

1.6”

23.6''

Ø57.1''

10.2”

268.9

143.3

62.6’’ x 62.6’’ x 30.7’’

Soscik, Classic form, Modern look.
design Nicolas Terzani

terzani.com

Type				 ceiling lamp
Materials

			

Reinventing the classics. With Soscik,
Terzani combines traditional, artisan
techniques with cutting edge
technology to give the traditional
chandelier a modern update. Created
by interlacing metal chain over a
nickel-plated frame, Soscik creates
a dramatic and romantic effect, while
still being able to compliment today’s
modern luxury. Available as a chandelier
or a ceiling lamp, soscik proves that
modern design does not have to
sacrifice luxury. Design Nicolas Terzani.

metal

Finishes				 Code
Nickel				

0G61L H4 C8

Bronze 				

0G61L F7 C8

Light Source

HALOGEN
or
10 X 35W G9

Body |

LED
10 X 3,5W G9

Canopy |

1.6”

17.7''

Ø39.4''

10.2”

138.6

79.2

45.3'' x 45.3'' x 24.8''

Soscik, Classic form, Modern look.
design Nicolas Terzani

terzani.com

Type				 ceiling lamp
Materials

Reinventing the classics. With Soscik,
Terzani combines traditional, artisan
techniques with cutting edge
technology to give the traditional
chandelier a modern update. Created
by interlacing metal chain over a
nickel-plated frame, Soscik creates
a dramatic and romantic effect, while
still being able to compliment today’s
modern luxury. Available as a chandelier
or a ceiling lamp, soscik proves that
modern design does not have to
sacrifice luxury. Design Nicolas Terzani.

metal

			

Finishes				 Code
Nickel				

0G60L H4 C8

Bronze 				

0G60L F7 C8

Light Source

HALOGEN
8 X 35W G9

Body |

or

LED
8 X 3,5W G9

Canopy |

0.8”

13.8''

Ø28.3''

5.3”

35.2

25.3

30.3'' x 30.3'' x 11.8''

Sea Urchin, Dress your, Light.
design Maurizio Galante

terzani.com

Type				 pendant
Materials

			

Pushing the boundaries of design and
artistry; drawing from the haute couture
designer’s unique universe, sea urchin
features over 1500, translucent crystal
“pins” seemingly suspended around the
bulb, casting a dynamic shadow around
the room. The perfect accessory for
your well-curated home, sea urchin
is available in different finishes in both
round and oblong versions. Design
Maurizio Galante.

glass

Finishes				 Code
Nickel
Silver/
				
White

0P81S E7 G2

Nickel
				
Silver/
Silver

0P81S E7 G3

Nickel
Silver/
Swarovski

0P81S E7 G4

		

Light Source
HALOGEN
Eco A19
72W E26
(=100W)

Body |

Canopy |

Ø3.4”

Ø4.7''

74.8''

1.2”

Ø23.6''

35.2

23.1

24'' x 24.4'' x 29.1''

Sea Urchin, Dress your, Light.
design Maurizio Galante

terzani.com

Type				 pendant
Materials

			

Pushing the boundaries of design and
artistry; drawing from the haute couture
designer’s unique universe, sea urchin
features over 1500, translucent crystal
“pins” seemingly suspended around the
bulb, casting a dynamic shadow around
the room. The perfect accessory for
your well-curated home, sea urchin
is available in different finishes in both
round and oblong versions. Design
Maurizio Galante.

glass

Finishes				 Code
Nickel
Silver/
				
White

0P80S E7 G2

Nickel
				
Silver/
Silver

0P80S E7 G3

Nickel
Silver/
Swarovski

0P80S E7 G4

		

Light Source
HALOGEN
Eco A19
72W E26
(=100W)

Body |

Canopy |

Ø3.4”

Ø4.7''
74.8''

Ø15.7''

1.2”

17.6

12.1

15.7'' x 15.7'' x 19.7''

Sea Urchin, Dress your, Light.
design Maurizio Galante

terzani.com

Type				 pendant
Materials

			

Pushing the boundaries of design and
artistry; drawing from the haute couture
designer’s unique universe, sea urchin
features over 1500, translucent crystal
“pins” seemingly suspended around the
bulb, casting a dynamic shadow around
the room. The perfect accessory for
your well-curated home, sea urchin
is available in different finishes in both
round and oblong versions. Design
Maurizio Galante.

glass

Finishes				 Code
Nickel
				
Silver/
White

0P85S E7 G2

Nickel
				
Silver/
Silver

0P85S E7 G3

Nickel
Silver/
Swarovski

0P85S E7 G4

		

Light Source

KX-2000
T3
40W E12

Body |

Canopy |

Ø2.4”

58.3''
Ø4.7''

16.5''

1.2”
Ø7.9''

13.2

6.2

24.8'' x 10.6'' x 10.6''

Tresor, a Wealth, of Light.
design Jean François Crochet

terzani.com

Type				 suspension
Materials

			

An impeccable addition to any
space, Tresor’s hand-made design
and precious metal “coins” create
scintillating halos of light. Recalling
discovered treasure, the layers of gold
or silver leaf create a rich, luxurious light.
Available in a range of sizes, including
wall sconces and pendants, tresor
has an elegance that is truly priceless.
Design Jean François Crochet.

metal

Finishes				 Code
Silver				

0N60S H6 C8

Gold 				

0N60S H5 C8

Light Source

HALOGEN
JCD
9 x 35W G9

Body |

Canopy |
Ø8.6”

78.7''

2”

Ø31.5''

171.6

107.8

38.6'' x 37'' x 13.4''

Tresor, a Wealth, of Light.
design Jean François Crochet

terzani.com

Type				 wall sconce
Materials

			

An impeccable addition to any
space, Tresor’s hand-made design
and precious metal “coins” create
scintillating halos of light. Recalling
discovered treasure, the layers of gold
or silver leaf create a rich, luxurious light.
Available in a range of sizes, including
wall sconces and pendants, tresor
has an elegance that is truly priceless.
Design Jean François Crochet.

metal

Finishes				 Code
Silver				

0N62A H6 C8

Gold 				

0N62A H5 C8

Light Source

HALOGEN
JCD
50W G9

Body |

Canopy |

0.8”

'

6'

2.

Ø11.8''

Ø4.4”

6.6

4.2

8.3'' x 16.1'' x 16.1''

Tresor, a Wealth, of Light.
design Jean François Crochet

terzani.com

Type				 wall sconce
Materials

			

An impeccable addition to any
space, Tresor’s hand-made design
and precious metal “coins” create
scintillating halos of light. Recalling
discovered treasure, the layers of gold
or silver leaf create a rich, luxurious light.
Available in a range of sizes, including
wall sconces and pendants, tresor
has an elegance that is truly priceless.
Design Jean François Crochet.

metal

Finishes				 Code
Silver				

0N63A H6 C8

Gold 				

0N63A H5 C8

Light Source
HALOGEN
JCD
2 x 50W G9

Body |

Canopy |

0.8”

'

3'

4.

Ø17.7''

Ø4.4”

12.5

8.8

19.7'' x 19.7'' x 9.8''

Tresor, a Wealth, of Light.
design Jean François Crochet

terzani.com

Type				 wall sconce
Materials

			

An impeccable addition to any
space, Tresor’s hand-made design
and precious metal “coins” create
scintillating halos of light. Recalling
discovered treasure, the layers of gold
or silver leaf create a rich, luxurious light.
Available in a range of sizes, including
wall sconces and pendants, tresor
has an elegance that is truly priceless.
Design Jean François Crochet.

metal

Finishes				 Code
Silver				

0N66L H6 C8

Gold 				

0N66L H5 C8

Light Source
HALOGEN
JCD
6 x 35W G9

Body |

'

1'

7.

Ø17.7''

15.4

8.8

26.4'' x 26.4'' x 11.8''

Tresor, a Wealth, of Light.
design Jean François Crochet

terzani.com

Type				 wall sconce
Materials

			

An impeccable addition to any
space, Tresor’s hand-made design
and precious metal “coins” create
scintillating halos of light. Recalling
discovered treasure, the layers of gold
or silver leaf create a rich, luxurious light.
Available in a range of sizes, including
wall sconces and pendants, tresor
has an elegance that is truly priceless.
Design Jean François Crochet.

metal

Finishes				 Code
Silver				

0N65L H6 C8

Gold 				

0N65L H5 C8

Light Source

HALOGEN
JCD
6 x 35W G9

Body |

'

9'

7.

Ø23.6”

19.8

13.2

26.4'' x 26.4'' x 11.8''

Argent, a Silver, Cloud.
design Dodo Arslan

terzani.com

Type				 Suspension
Materials

			

With this new suspension light,
designer Dodo Arslan creates a
shimmering, silver cloud. Argent
consists of metal discs that have been
meticulously joined by hand by Terzani
craftsmen into clusters. Once lit, the
multiple, angled surfaces of the discs
emanate a soft, shimmering, white
glow. Design Dodo Arslan.

stainless steel

Finishes				 Code
Stainless
				
Steel

0N90S E7 C8

Light Source
XENON
BI-PIN 12V
T3
3 x 20W G4

Body |

Canopy |

Ø4.7''

1''

13

.8
''

74.8''

Ø15.7''

11.9

5.5

20'' x 20'' x 20''

Argent, a Silver, Cloud.
design Dodo Arslan

terzani.com

Type				 Suspension
Materials

			

With this new suspension light,
designer Dodo Arslan creates a
shimmering, silver cloud. Argent
consists of metal discs that have been
meticulously joined by hand by Terzani
craftsmen into clusters. Once lit, the
multiple, angled surfaces of the discs
emanate a soft, shimmering, white
glow. Design Dodo Arslan.

stainless steel

Finishes				 Code
Stainless
				
Steel

0N91S E7 C8

Light Source
XENON
BI-PIN 12V
T3
12 x 20W G4

Body |

Canopy |

2.6”

74.8''

23.6''

Ø29.9''

Ø23.6”

70.4

40.7

45.3'' x 37.4'' x 29.5''

Argent, a Silver, Cloud.
design Dodo Arslan

terzani.com

Type				 Suspension
Materials

			

With this new suspension light,
designer Dodo Arslan creates a
shimmering, silver cloud. Argent
consists of metal discs that have been
meticulously joined by hand by Terzani
craftsmen into clusters. Once lit, the
multiple, angled surfaces of the discs
emanate a soft, shimmering, white
glow. Design Dodo Arslan.

stainless steel

Finishes				 Code
Stainless
				
Steel

0N92S E7 C8

Light Source
XENON
BI-PIN 12V
T3
12 x 20W G4

Body |

Canopy |

~1
3.

8'

'

2.6”

74.8''
4.7”

6.7”

~15.7''
43.3”
~49.2''

61.6

30.8

45.3'' x 37.4'' x 29.5''

Angel Falls, Cast down, Earth.
design Nigel Coates

terzani.com

Type				 Suspension (7 angels)
Materials

			

Clear

Finishes				 Code
Brushed
				
nickel/
Clear

0Q07S H4 A9

Light Source

For his latest work for Terzani, Nigel
Coates, well known for his unorthodox
approach to design, has created an
engaging, unique light. Customizable
groups of crystal (24% lead) “angels”
are illuminated by halogen lamps.
What caused these angels to fall from
the heavens? It’s up to the viewers
to decide. Either way, angel falls is
sure to garner attention, and generate
conversation, in any setting. Design
Nigel Coates.

		

Halogen
1X50W GU10

Body |

Canopy |

12
.6
”

12.6”
74.8”
MAx

3”

12.6”

12.6”

8.8
6.6

5.3
3.7

19.7” x 19.7” x 9.8”
19.7” x 19.7” x 9.8”

Angel Falls, Cast down, Earth.
design Nigel Coates

terzani.com

Type				 Suspension (12 angels)
Materials

Clear

			

Finishes				 Code
Brushed
				
nickel/
Clear

0Q12S H4 A9

Light Source

For his latest work for Terzani, Nigel
Coates, well known for his unorthodox
approach to design, has created an
engaging, unique light. Customizable
groups of crystal (24% lead) “angels”
are illuminated by halogen lamps.
What caused these angels to fall from
the heavens? It’s up to the viewers
to decide. Either way, angel falls is
sure to garner attention, and generate
conversation, in any setting. Design
Nigel Coates.

		

Halogen
3X50W GU10

Body |

Canopy |

21
.

7”

21.7”
74.8”
MAx

21.7”

3”

21.7”

19.8
13.2

14.3
5.5

26.4” x 26.4” x 9.1”
26.4” x 26.4” x 11.8”

Angel Falls, Cast down, Earth.
design Nigel Coates

terzani.com

Type				 Suspension (18 angels)
Materials

Clear

			

Finishes				 Code
Brushed
				
nickel/
Clear

0Q11S H4 A9

Light Source

For his latest work for Terzani, Nigel
Coates, well known for his unorthodox
approach to design, has created an
engaging, unique light. Customizable
groups of crystal (24% lead) “angels”
are illuminated by halogen lamps.
What caused these angels to fall from
the heavens? It’s up to the viewers
to decide. Either way, angel falls is
sure to garner attention, and generate
conversation, in any setting. Design
Nigel Coates.

		

Halogen
3X50W GU10

Body |

Canopy |

21

.7

”

21.7”

74.8”
MAx

3”
21.7”
21.7”

19.8
16.5

14.3
7.7

26.4” x 26.4” x 9.1”
26.4” x 26.4” x 11.8”

Angel Falls, Cast down, Earth.
design Nigel Coates

terzani.com

Type				 Suspension (24 angels)
Materials

			

Clear

Finishes				 Code
Brushed
				
nickel/
Clear

0Q10S H4 A9

Light Source

For his latest work for Terzani, Nigel
Coates, well known for his unorthodox
approach to design, has created an
engaging, unique light. Customizable
groups of crystal (24% lead) “angels”
are illuminated by halogen lamps.
What caused these angels to fall from
the heavens? It’s up to the viewers
to decide. Either way, angel falls is
sure to garner attention, and generate
conversation, in any setting. Design
Nigel Coates.

		

Halogen
3X50W GU10

Body |

Canopy |

21
.7

”

21.7”

74.8”
MAx

3”
21.7”
21.7”

22
22

15.4
15.4

30.3” x 30.3” x 11.8”
26.4” x 26.4” x 9.1”

Angel Falls, Cast down, Earth.
design Nigel Coates

terzani.com

Type				 Suspension (36 angels)
Materials

			

Clear

Finishes				 Code
Brushed
				
nickel/
Clear

0Q13S H4 A9

Light Source

For his latest work for Terzani, Nigel
Coates, well known for his unorthodox
approach to design, has created an
engaging, unique light. Customizable
groups of crystal (24% lead) “angels”
are illuminated by halogen lamps.
What caused these angels to fall from
the heavens? It’s up to the viewers
to decide. Either way, angel falls is
sure to garner attention, and generate
conversation, in any setting. Design
Nigel Coates.

		

Halogen
9X35W GU10

Body |

Canopy |

23
.

6”

23.6”
74.8”
MAx

3”
47.2”
47.2”

41.9
35.3

33.1
22

42.1” x 31.5” x 9.6”
32.7” x 31.5” x 17.1”

Anish, Playing Spoons.
design Dodo Arslan

terzani.com

Type				 suspension
Materials

			

A playful study of reflection, the idea for
Anish was born when designer Dodo
Arslan, while playing with his daughter,
became fascinated by the almost infinite
reflections spoons unleashed due to
their concave and convex surfaces.
Taking this idea to a larger scale, Dodo
took inspiration from Italian flatware
manufacturer Sambonet and created
a pendant composed of a range of
spoons from the smallest teaspoon
to serving spoons which magnifies
the reflective quality of this shape. The
result is an installation that creates a
“galaxy” effect of seemingly endless
light. Design Dodo Arslan.

brass

Finishes				 Code
Nickel				

0Q61S E7 C8

Gold leaf				

0Q61S H5 C8

Copper
				
leaf

0Q61S M5 C8

Light Source

light

1-10 DC

Input: 100-277 Vac. 50/60Hz
Total output - 3000 lumen
Color temperature - 3000 K
Color accuracy - 90 CRI
Total nominal power consumption - 27 Watt
Power supply included in canopy

Body |

Canopy |

1.6”

74.8”

10.2”

Ø8.3”
Ø17.3”

19.8

14.3

20.1” x 20.1” x 20.1”

Anish, Playing Spoons.
design Dodo Arslan

terzani.com

Type				 suspension
Materials

			

A playful study of reflection, the idea for
Anish was born when designer Dodo
Arslan, while playing with his daughter,
became fascinated by the almost infinite
reflections spoons unleashed due to
their concave and convex surfaces.
Taking this idea to a larger scale, Dodo
took inspiration from Italian flatware
manufacturer Sambonet and created
a pendant composed of a range of
spoons from the smallest teaspoon
to serving spoons which magnifies
the reflective quality of this shape. The
result is an installation that creates a
“galaxy” effect of seemingly endless
light. Design Dodo Arslan.

brass

Finishes				 Code
Nickel				

0Q62S E7 C8

Gold leaf				

0Q62S H5 C8

Copper
				
leaf

0Q62S M5 C8

Light Source

light

1-10 DC

Input: 100-277 Vac. 50/60Hz
Total output - 3000 lumen
Color temperature - 3000 K
Color accuracy - 90 CRI
Total nominal power consumption - 27 Watt
Power supply included in canopy

Body |

Canopy |

1.6”

74.8”

15”

Ø8.3”
Ø24.8”

32

19.8

29.9” x 29.9” x 23.6”

